NYSSCA 50TH: PRINTABLE AND QUOTABLE QUOTES
Some of our past presidents share their memories:
"The 1970 convention was our first Catskill hotel convention, held at Grossinger's. It was a real adventure. On the morning of the first
full day I received a call from Fred Miller, Oneonta, my aide, who asked if I wanted the good news or the bad news first. A hot water
pipe had burst over the meeting rooms, scalding one of our members and making the rooms temporarily unusable. The good news was
that Fred, with the cooperation of the hotel, found other rooms, and rescued the signs and materials. one of the morning panels met in
the bar. But, in spite of the hitches, the convention was a success and ushered in an era of Catskill conventions.
We were not as lucky in 1971. A snowstorm had come in from the Atlantic and blanketed New York State. Actually six people made it
to the hotel in downtown Syracuse. A New York City contingent made it to the train station in East Syracuse. I think John Wilson was
with that group. They were advised to take a train coming from Buffalo to New York City if it came through. It did and they did. We
regrouped and held an abbreviated convention in Albany in May of that year.
Even with problems, the association experienced a period of vigor and popularity in the late 60's and early 70's. We had approximately
400 members according to the 1970 membership list. Conventions were well attended and drew important guests as speakers and
panelists. In 1971 the organization published a booklet Crisis in Communication: Three Speeches, comprised of the three keynote
speeches given at the 1970 convention and with an introduction by me."
John J. Carney, Jr. '70-71
"While the March, 1971 convention was snowed out, the 1972 convention at the Commodore Hotel in New York City was not.
However, there had been a fire at one of the stores in the hotel building and my room smelled like a fire sale. As president, I was to
present citations to our honored guests, Walter Cronkite and Joseph Papp.
Both accepted luncheon invitations. At the last moment, Mr. Cronkite canceled because of an assignment. However I did enjoy sitting at
the head table conversing with Joseph Papp."
Bob Greene '71-72
"I chaired the NYSSA convention in the spring of 1973, at Kutsher's. We had about 300 people in attendance. During those years, we
worked very closely with the New York State Education Department. It was the time when Competency-Based Certification first reared
its head, and nobody was sure what the new concept meant, how it might work, or what effects it might have on our jobs. Many were
fearful. Bob Hayes and others worked very closely with our Executive Board to iron out some of the problems, and to introduce
Competency Education to faculty members throughout the state.
The State Education Department also introduced a Master Teacher program, wherein certain individuals would be on call for troubleshooting, helping to set up new programs, courses of study, etc. The pilot program was established in Speech and Theatre, because we
had such a strong organization, and a history of cooperating with the Department.
Back in the sixties and seventies, we encouraged participation by speech and theatre professionals in all educational levels from
elementary school through doctoral programs. One of our goals was to promote effective communication, i.e. simple, clear, direct
communication, not obscured by snobbish attempts to appear erudite. Today's NYSSCA publications make me suspect (I hope it's a
mistaken impression) that some of today's university people are looking down their scholarly noses at secondary school faculty, and are
vying with each other to see who can squeeze the most polysyllabic words into a sentence.
'The meaning doesn't matter
If it's only idle chatter
Of a transcendental kind' (W.S. Gilbert)"
Bernice Sherman '73-74
“While vice-president and planning the spring (73) convention, we had our fall executive board meeting somewhere near Morrisville.
On the second morning, I was informed that David Hill, then president, had been taken to the hospital during the night and would be
unable to function during the remainder of his term of office. This meant that I was responsible for running the business meetings of the
convention as well as taking care of all the details of the convention itself. My recollection was that things worked out successfully.
Maryann Krupsak, then Lieutenant Governor of New York was our kick-off speaker, and Norris Houghton was our keynote speaker at
the banquet. I'm not sure I remember much of anything about the year I was president. I guess I was still recovering from the trauma of
the year before. I do remember making the statement that 'I was probably the only president of the association that had a dress rehearsal
before the performance.' "
Mort Klayman '75-76

"As the last president of the seventies decade, I remember my tenure of office as uneventful in terms of any major legislative action or
any internal organizational restructuring. In retrospect, those of us who served during the latter years of this decade served during
difficult days far the Association.
The position of Associate in Speech had been eliminated from the Bureau of English Education and Speech Education in New York
public schools was completely under the jurisdiction of the bureau of English without any direct input from the Speech professionals.
In addition, our membership declined steadily from the early days of this decade, (highlighted by the 400 plus which attended the
convention at Grossinger's) to a small, hard-core group of no more than 70-75 participating members. Thus, many of us saw ourselves
in the role of "care-taker" during these trying times. We felt that if we held the Association together by doing what we could of the
routine business of the group that we could weather the professional blows from Albany and keep our Association intact for better times
to come.
Indeed, we did hold the Association together into the early eighties when a new generation took hold and brought a new focus and
energy to it.
My convention was held at the Queensbury Hotel in Glens Falls, April 14-16, 1978. ...for me, the ultimate joy of the 1978 convention
was having then president of SCA, Dr. Wallace A. Bacon, Professor of Oral Interpretation at Northwestern University as a guest. Not
only was he our banquet speaker, he served as a panelist as well. With
Rose Irvine and Don Wildy, both of SUNY-New Paltz, Dr. Bacon participated in a lecture/demonstration entitled "Oral Interpretation of
the Sonnets of William Shakespeare." Later that evening, he delivered an address entitled "Speech Communication as a Humanistic
Discipline." His scholarship, dignity and personal charm captivated us all.
The intellectual content of the panels and the professionalism of the participants was of the highest calibre. I remember them all with
fondness and gratitude. This excellence in programming and the willingness of the participants coupled with the elegant ambiance of the
Queensbury Hotel made this 1978 convention a small "jewel in the crown" of our times together as professionals and as friends."
Nancy Smith Swartwout '78-79
"My presidential year of 1979-1980 was marked by a very spirited effort in many directions--close liaison with the state Education
Department concerning teacher certification, a strong membership drive headed by Judi Brownell. our membership was approximately
110.
A keynote of the convention was John Ford, VP of CBS. His insight as to how NYSSA and industry could work together was most
enlightening and encouraging. The convention in 1979 at the Fallsview was well attended and highly productive in my view. The
morale of the organization was excellent and the cooperation was outstanding."
Ron Shaw, '79-80
“It was business as usual during my presidency. The real highlight for me was as vice president; it was the hardest job and the highlight.
My convention was in Niagra Falls, and people remember riding "Maid of the Mist" and meeting Gerry Goldhaber. Now I am reading
about the same problems as we faced then."
Dorothy Gould, '85-86
"I served as NYSSCA president in 1987. The major accomplishment of this presidency was the complete revision of the Constitution in
the form it stands today."
James R. Johnson, '86-87
"1987-88 was a dramatic year - satisfying and successful for me and for the organization. It was a year of change; a new Constitution
was in place. I was the first president who utilized the new Constitution and I thought it brought about good growth and fostered the
goals of the association. The membership increased by approximately sixty. I had a terrific group of officers consisting of a new and
coming leadership which was well supported by the 'old guard' of former officers. We had a very successful convention in the Catskills;
much variety in the topics and a good turnout. We didn't have committees to help then: we have a good committee structure now.
We also initiated the journal that year. That was a milestone accomplishment.
Serving as vice president and president was a challenge for me and I felt rewarded at the end. I am very appreciative that the
membership placed its trust in me as their president. NYSSCA is a group of warm, caring professional people. I wouldn't change a
thing."
John Trombetta, '87-88
Memories of NYSSCA'S tbird twenty-five years will be collected in 2017.

NYSSCA:50th Anniversary Supplement: CONVENTIONS
1942 Hotel New Yorker, NYC (with Eastern Public Speaking Conf.)
1943-45 no statewide meeting
1946-49 Hotel New Yorker, NYC (with EPSC)
1950 Sheraton Hotel, Rochester
1951 Hotel Syracuse, Syracuse
1952 Statler Hotel, Buffalo
1953 Hotel Utica, Utica
1954 Dewitt Clinton Hotel, Albany
1955 Hotel statler, Buffalo
1956 Hotel Arlington, Binghampton
1957 Hotel Sheraton, Rochester
1958 Hotel Onondaga, Syracuse
1959 Henry Hudson Hotel, NYC, (with SAES, now ECA)
1960 Mark Twain Hotel, Elmira
1961 Sheraton Hotel, Buffalo
1962 Henry Hudson Hotel, NYC (with Long Island Speech Association)
1963 Hotel Syracuse, Syracuse
1964 Schine Ten Eyck Hotel, Albany
1965 Hotel Utica, Utica
1966 Manger Hotel, Rochester
1967 Park Sheraton Hotel, New York
1968 Mark Twain Hotel, Elmira
1969 Statler Hilton Hotel, Buffalo (with NYSEC)
1970 Grossinger's Hotel
1971 Hotel Syracuse - canceled:snow
1972 Commodore Hotel, New York
1973 Kutsher's Country Club, Monticello
1974 Brown's Hotel
1975 Stevensville Country Club, Swan Lake
1976 Stevensville Country Club, swan Lake
1977 Downtown Holiday Inn, Rochester
1978 Queensbury Hotel, Glens Falls
1979 Fallsview Hotel, Ellenville
1980 Best Western Thruway House, Albany
1981* April - stevensville Country Club, Swan Lake
1981* Oct. - Best Western Thruway, Albany
1982 Hotel Syracuse, Syracuse
1983 Fallsview Hotel, Ellenville
1984 Niagra Hilton, Niagra Falls
1985 Americana Inn, Albany
1986 Hotel syracuse, Syracuse
1987 Thruway Harriet, Rochester
1988 Nevele Hotel, Ellenville
1989 Wyndham Hotel, Poughkeepsie
1990 Nevele Hotel, Ellenville
1991 Desmond Americana, Albany
1992 Nevele Hotel, Ellenville

NYSSCA 50TH: CITATIONS

http://archive.nyscanet.org/omeka/files/original/d91e9e41f3d0f2583e5ff9f4b37f8199.pdf
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THE NEW YORK STATE SPEECH ASSOCIATION
1942-1968
*'

Bruce B. Klee
Department of Theatre Arts
State University College of New York at Geneseo

The proper focus of speech education should be
"the nature of speaking-listening man andhlsworks,"
declared Carroll Arnold in a keynote address at the
1960 Elmira convention of the New York State Speech
Association. Its aim should be "understanding of what
the laboriously achieved miracle of human speech
really Is." While stimulating a reassessment of
speech programs, Dr. Arnold, at the same time, was
articulating the two fundamental premises of the New
York State Speech Association: the inherency of
speech in the human condition and the concomitant
need for increased and more significant speech
education. These were the premises in 1942 when the
ground work for the Association was accomplished-a time, following the United States' entry into World
War II, when one of the "four freedoms" sought by
the allies was "freedom of speech and expression."
While the formal organizational meeting was held
in April of 1942, two other gatherings had provided
the impetus. In 1941 the following speech teachers
met at Cornell University to discuss the advisability
ot a state organization: Florence Callahan, A.M.
Drummond, Harry Heltman, Eleanor Lnse, Mardel
Ogilvie, Geraldine Quinlan, Loren Reid, Agnes Rigney,
Mary Noble Smith, C.K. Thomas, Russell Wagner,
Charles Wells and Herbert Wichelns. And in January
of 1942 a representative state association for all
speech people was considered by the New York State
*Bruce B. Klee, NYSAA president during 1964-65,
and historian-archivist from 1966-69 compiled this
history for NYSSA's silver Anniversary in 1967
and has since revised it for Today's Speech.
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Debate Coaches. Loren Reid was chosen to plan
a meeting of New York speech teachers. Serving as
his committee were James F. Bender, Daniel Gar liner,
Magdalene Kramer, Eleanor Luse, Dorothy Mulgrave,
David Powers, Letita Raubicheck, Ross Scanlon,
George W. Smith, Lester Thonssen and Arleigh
Williamson.
On April 10, 1942, then, in conjunction with the
annual meeting of the Eastern Public Speaking Conference (forerunner of the Speech Association of the
Eastern States), the New York State Speech Association was born. Loren Reid was chosen as
temporary chairman and Eleanor Luse as temporary
secretary. Wtihin a year Dr. Reid was elected
president, Professor Luse became the official
secretary, and Mardel Ogilvie assumed the office
of vice president. Statewide support for the new
association was assured by 270 charter members.
During the Association's first twenty-six years its
fundamental aims have remained constant, although
they have been periodically broadened and refined.
According to the initial constitution, the purpose of
the organization was •to encourage speech education
in New York State; to speak for the profession in

matters of policy; to publish bulletins and studies
helpful to the members; and to encourage and plan
statewide and sectional discussions and demonstrations." In 1954 President Yetta Mitchell lt.ted
six aims in her annual report to the membership:
(1) to reach every teacher of speech in the state of
New York and acquaint him with the purpose and plans
of his colleagues throughout the state, (2) to improve
the requirements for certification of speech teachers,

(3) to provide speech instruction for every child in
the public schools, ( 4) to promote a voice in the
development of educational communication arts in the
state, (5) to assemble the interest, more completely,
of all teachers of every phase of speech, and (6) to
establish the speech teacher's professional right
to equal status with every other academic group
in position, salary, and recognition. A constitutional
revision in 1962 stated that the purposes of the
organization were "to encourage speech education in
New York State, to serve the interests of the members
of the Association, to speak for the profession in
matters of policy, to set goals and standards for
the profession in the state, and to promote close
relations with other educational organizations in
the field of speech."
Deflnition of goals, in specific terms, was accomplished in 1961 through the work of a special
committee headed by Bernard Boressoff. Published
u a separate document titled "Tenets and Goals,"
the conclusions of that committee reflect longstanding concerns for the Association and provide
clear gnidelines for future action. Embracing both
speech education and speech and hearing therapy,
the goals encompass needs at the elementary,
secondary, and college levels. They suggest the
means for accomplishing the first stated tenet:
"that NYSSA is concerned with the improvement
so speech throughout the state in elementary,
secondary, and higher education, and for the public
in general, to the end that citizens of New York State
will communicate orally more effectively, more
efficiently, and more artistically."
The philosophy and the year-by-year activity of
the Association, in snm, have been grounded in an
appreciation of the needs of both the teacher and the
student. And in its three major endeavors--liaison
with other state organizations, conventions, and
publications--the Association has sought tomeetthose
needs.

Lias ion
From the start liaison has been central to the
total program. Cooperation with the New York State
Teachers Association resulted, in 1945, in the institution of speech sections at the annual zone meetings.
Joint efforts with the New York State English Council
have included an ad hoc English-Speech committee
which addressed itself to mutual problems, the
sponsoring of programs at the other group's annual
meetings, and a cooperative NYSSA-NYSEC convention
in 1969. In September, 1967, President J. Edward
McEvoy met with officials of eight other speech
organizations to consider the desirability of coordinating efforts through a council for speech for
New York state. The delegates recommended that

NYSSA and the New York State Speech and Hearing
Association explore means of unifying the interests
of all speech groups in the state.
But the chief arena for liaison has been the state
Education Department in Albany. Problems of curriculum and certification have dominated the Association's dialogue with Albany and reinforced the
case for an associate in speech to serve the schools
of the state. More casual conferences with State
Education Department personnel culminated in 1955
in the formation of a State Advisory Committee on
Speech Education, approved by Associate Commissioner Frederick Moffitt and Assistant Commissioner Warren Knox and appointed by the Regents.
Comprising the committee were Carroll Arnold
(Cornell University), Marion Carey (Albany Public
Schools), Wilbur Gilman (Queens College), George
Glasgow (Fordham University), Do r 1 s Goodrich
(Rochester Pub 11 c Schools), Magdalene Kramer
(Teachers College, Columbia University), Letitia
Raubicheck (New York City Public Schools) and
Solomon Simonson (State College at Fredonia). •Lack
of communication is as dangerous as the A-bomb, •
commissioner Moffitt told the group at a summer
conference in 1955, An overview of speech education
was presented by Dr. Simonson, Dr. Kramer
enumerated the objectives for speech education, and
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the weaknesses and strengths in present speech
programs were outlined by Dr. Raubicheck. Formal
liaison with the Education Department continued under
Dr. Moffitt's successor, Walter Crewson. In the fall
of 1957 thefollowingcom:nittee met with Dr. Crewson's
associates to discuss a specific proposal: Agnes
Allardyce (Syracuse University), Carroll Arnold,
Mardel Ogilvie (Queens College), Ralph Schmidt
(Utica College), and Henry Youngerman (State College
at Fredonia). Subject of the discussion was an Association memorandum supporting speech proficiency
for all teacher candidates, and courses in oral
composition and oral interpretation for English
certification.
Regular meetings with the State Education Department were reinstituted in 1964 with the appointment
of an ad hoc committee consulting with Dr. Crewson
and other officials twice each year. Members serving
in this capacity have included Rose Alderman(formerly
of Hunter College), Bernard Boressoff (South Senior
High, Great Neck), Helen Donovan (N.Y.C. Bureau for
Speech Improvement), Wilbur Gilman (Queens
College), Bruce B. Klee (State University College at
Geneseo), J. Edward McEvoy (state University College
at Oswego), Michael H. Prosser (State University at
Buffalo), Gladys stoutenburgh (state University College
at Oswego), and William Work (Speech Association
of America). As a result of its work in Albany, the
Association has influenced significant changes in
certification requirements. Under the direction of the
Education Department, NYSSA formulated requirements for dual certification as a teacher of common
branches and of speech correction in the elementary
schools, While in 1957 the Association's certification
committee reported that • in 1000 schools in the state,
speech is taught by English teachers who have not
been required to take any speech courses for their
certification, • it was heartened by Dr. Crewson's
invitation to Carroll Arnold to present recommendations concerning credits desirable for English
teachers. In 1963, finally, the new English-teaching

requisites included oral composition and oral inter-

pretation. Concern for the speech e d u c at 1 on
certification has continued, although no formal review
has been pursued by Albany. Foilowingherconference
with certifying officer W.P~ Viall in 1951, however,
Letitia Ra.ubicheck reported that "there will be no
changes in speech education certification without
consultation with the State Speech Association. •
Underlying liaison efforts with Albany was a conviction that development of the speech program in the
public schools was impaired by the absence of trained
speech associates in the State Education Department.
Association efforts resulted in the first breakthrough in 1954 when Robert W. Wallace, the first
state supervisor of speech correction was employed.
In NYSSA's Reports, Harry Heitman of Syracnse
University urged full cooperation with the new
state appointee and requested Wallace to "call to the
attention of his colleagues in the State Education
Department the problems of speech communication
which do not come under his special assignment as
correctionist." In the same article, Mr. Wallace
was quoted as saying that "the future of New York
State's speech departments depends upon continued
strengthening of the New York State Speech Association." Two years following Mr. Wallace's appointment, the Association accomplished another of
its major goals. In 1956 Dr. Frederick Moffitt
established the position of state supervisor in speech,
to be associated with the English s11pervisor. Chosen
as the first speech associate was Eleanor Carrino,
assistant professor of speech and director of debate
at the State College at Albany. At the start, her
superior, as English supervisor, was Carl Freudenreich, a member of NYSSA for several years
prior to his appointment. During her peripatetic
career with the Education Department, Dr. Carrino
maintained continuous communication with the State
Speech Association. By 1959 she was able to report
that
•• With the continued support and strengthening of speech education by State Department
officials, administrators, curriculum experts, classroom teachers, and members of
the speech profession, I am confident that
speech education will not only retain its
academic respectability but will continue to
develop force and breadth. More schools are
adopting required courses in speech for all
graduates; a surprising increase is noted in
the elective speech offerings; classroom
English teachers and elementary teachers are
not only attending Department-college sponsored speech workshops, but have developed
speech workshops of their own. The State Association of Secondary School Principals, the
New York State English Council, most of the
area study councils and zone teachers'
sections, and numerous pre-school parent
groups have developed long-range study programs or lectures on speech. And, none of
these projects could have been completed
without the willing cooperation of all of you.

With Dr. Carrino's resignation in 1964, the position
of speech associate remained vacant for nearly two
years, during which time the Association reviewed
with Dr. Crewson the need for the position, and
cooperated in locating a new associate. In 1966
Robert Hayes, assistant professor of speech at the
State University at Albany was appointed to the
position and has since become a regular member of
the semi-annual Association-Education Department
conferences. In 1967, Morton Klayman became the
second Associate in Speech.
Indicative of the continuing cooperation between
NYSSA and the State Education Department was an
invitation in January, 1968, to examine the listeningspeaking strand in the proposed K-12 English syllabus.
Representatives at the two-day review session were
Mabel Atwell, Bernard Boressoff, Frances Marion
Brown, Helen Donovan, Sister Florentine, J. Edward
McEvoy and John Wilson.

Conventions
Communication within the speech profession has
been encouraged through the annual conventions of
the New York State Speech Association. Initially, the
yearly meetings were confined to a single session

held in conjunction with the gatherings in New York
City of the Eastern Public Speaking Conference.
Under the presidency of Lillian O'Connor, however,
the Association's first independent convention was
conducted on March 25, 1950, at the Sheraton Hotel
in Rochester. James Pletcher planned an ali-day
program which began with a symposium on •The Use
of Radio in Education." Dr. Joseph Endres, Chief
of the Bureau of Handicapped Children, later addressed the members, and at the luncheon the guest
speaker was Joseph J. Myler, member of the Board
of Trustees of the State University of New York.
Afternoon meetings were devoted to theatre and to
speech correction and improvement. One hundred
members from all parts of the state were in
attendance.
Since 1950 the meetings have been rotated among
New York City, Rochester, Syracuse, Buffalo, Utica,
Albany, Binghamton, and Elmira. Although now offering
a full program of its own, NYSSA revived memories
of its earlier conventions when it participated in the
golden anniversary of the Speech Association of the
Eastern States in 1959. Another joint convention was
held in New York City in 1962, in affiliation with
the Long Island Speech Association. Programs at the
annual conventions have beendesignedforelementary,
secondary, and college teachers. As the length of the
sessions grew to a Thursday-through-Saturday format,
an increasingly wide range of speech interest were
served: radio, television, speech and hearing, theatre,
forensics, oral interpretation, semantics, linguistics,
and speech science. In 1955 and again in 1960 the
final trials of the New York State Intercollegiate
Peace Oratorical Contest were held during the convention. At the 1968 convention a special feature was
the final debate of the Sixth annual Elmira College
nCivice tournament. Banquet speakers have included
Dr. Frederick Moffitt and other representatives of
the State Education Department; the presidents of
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Geneseo, Hamilton College and the University of
Buffalo; Charlotte Lee of Northwestern University;
Theatre Guild founder, Lawrence Langner; United
States congressman John Lindsay; president of the
American Society of Group Psychotherapy and
Psychodrama, J. L. Moreno; the public relations
director for the Lincoln Center Repertory Theatre,
Barry Hyams; and Lt. Governor Malcolm Wilson.
For the silver anniversary banquet in 1967, the
main speaker was the organization's first president,
Loren Reid.
Theatrical presentations became a regular part
of the yearly meetings when Ray Irwin and students
from Syracuse University offered a readers theatre
cutting from Goethe's Faust. In succeeding years
performances originated at Ithaca College; Cornell
University; the state colleges at Buffalo, Fredonia,
and Geneseo; and the University of Rochester. In
1958 those attending the convention saw The Male
Animal with three different casts. Robert Timerson
and his Trumansburg High School students played
the first act; Mort Clark and his students at the
State University Institute at Alfred presented the
second act; and the Jamestown Community Theatre,
under the direction of George Bolton, produced the
final act. A similarly unusual offering followed in
1959 when Mort Clark directed All My Sons with a
cast drawn from the Association membership throughout the state.
Starting with the 1952 convention, the practice
of awarding citations for outstanding contributions to
speech was instituted. Among those individuals both
within and outside the speech profession who have been
recognized are Dr. Buell Gallagher, president of City
College of New York; Senator Paul Douglas; professors
Harry Heitman, Agnes Rigney, James Winans and
Charles Van Riper; the Reverend A. Powell Davies;
Walter Reuther; Jose Ferrer; Adlai Stevenson; and
Fulton J. Sheen.

25TH ANNIVERSARY: New York City, March 9-11, 1967
Park Sheraton Hotel
Guest Speaker at General Session: NYS Lieut. Gov. Malcolm Wilson,
"COMMUNICATION TODAY: SILENCE, VIOLENCE, SPEECH."
Luncheon Speaker: Loren Reid, first president of NYSSA.
Respondent: Helen Donovan, 66-67 president.
Programs included: Arts and Therapy; Presentational Theatre;
Forensics Program; student Films; Voice Problems of Public School
Students; Speech Curriculum in Other States; Public Relations; Does
Radio-Television Belong in Speech? ; Rhetoric as a Construct for
Teaching Speech in the High School; Speech Education in SUNY; and
Video Tape as an Evaluative Tool in the Speech Class.
30TH ANNIVERSARY: New York City, March 2-4, 1972
Commodore Hotel
Luncheon Speaker: Orlando L. Taylor, Federal City College and
Director, Institute of Urban Language Research, "SOCIAL DIALECTS,
COMMON SENSE, AND THE SPEECH PROFESSION."
Workshops: 1. "Joy in Communication: Experiencing Through
Creative Drama"
2. "The Management of Speech Problems in a NonClinical Setting"
Programs included: Debate Coaches Debate; 1972 Campaign;
Improvisational Techniques; Oral Interpretation; Reader's Theatre;
Teaching Interpersonal communication in the Secondary Schools;
Voice and Speech; Speech for the Handicapped; and The Communication
Revolution: can We Cope With It?
35TH ANNIVERSARY: Rochester, April 22-24, 1977
Downtown Holiday Inn
Keynote Speaker at General Session: R.R. Allen, Professor of
Communication, University of Wisconsin at Madison and 2nd Vice
President of SCA, "MISSION POSSIBLE."
Banguet Speaker: J. Raymond Sutcliffe, Assistant General Manager of
the Supreme Market Division, Eastman Kodak Co.
Workshop: "Improving Interpersonal Effectiveness in the
Secondary Classroom"
Program: This convention appeared to have a theme, "Speech
Communication in Business and Industry." Of the 18 convention
programs, six focused on speech communication in business.
These programs were:
1. The Rochester business community speaks: Here are some
communication needs and problems - how can speech teachers
help us?
2. Non-teaching careers in business and professional
organizations for speech communication majors;

3. Managing communication in the private sector;
4. Perspectives on organizational communication;
5. Teaching interviewing;
6. Solving communication problems in business.
During the convention a 50-minute videotape, "Non-Academic
Vocational Opportunities for Speech Communication Majors" was shown
at 4 different times.
Other programs included: Mass Media, Broadcast News; An Examination
of our Association in 1977 and An Exploration of our Field; Nonverbal Dimensions of Intercultural Communication; Oral
Interpretation; Theatre; Rhetorical Theory and Criticism; and The
Importance of Speech Communication Instruction in the 70's and
SO's.
40TH ANNIVERSARY:

Syracuse, Oct. s-10, 1982

Hotel Syracuse
THEME: INFORMATION - COMMUNICATION: FUTURE SOLUTIONS
Banquet Speakers: James Chesebro, "MEDIA AND CEREBRAL TECHNOLOGIES
AS COMMUNICATION FUTURES."
Lawrence Rosenfield, "PETRODOLLARS AND THE
PROFESSION."
workshop: (Short Course) 1. "Intervention Strategies of the SchoolAge Stutterer"
2. "Communication styles Training •..
Important in Business and Education"
Programs included: Developing artists-actors in the high school
dramatics class; Teaching critical and logical listening; Film
criticism; Implications of the new technologies for the speech
professor; Presentational speaking in business and industry; Cross
cultures and linking languages.
Special Proclamations :
1. Governor Hugh Carey proclaimed
October 4-10 as NYS Speech Communication Week.
2. Mayor Lee Alexander proclaimed NYSSCA Weekend in
the City of Syracuse.
45TH ANNIVERSARY: Rochester, October 16-18, 1987
Thruway Marriot Hotel
THEME: COMMUNICATION: TRADITIONS AND PROSPECTS
Keynote Speaker: Judith Trent, "WHEN THE CANDIDATE IS A WOMAN: THE
STRUCTURE AND CONTENT OF NEGATIVE TELEVISION SPOT ADVERTISING."
Programs included: Student papers in political communication;
Dimensions of communication education in radio; Conflict
management; Mass media; Broadcast programming; Decisionmaking;
Communication apprehension; cross cultural communication; Gender
communication; Required courses and curriculum designs.

2000 Kutshcr’s Kiamesha Lake, Monticello [Chesebro delivered the keynote]
1998
1994 [Oneonta? – or is that where Proceedings were published from that year?]
1991 Albany
1988 Ellenville
1982 Syracuse [Chesebro delivered the keynote]
1981 Albany Fall NYSSCA Convention - October 9, 10, 1981
1981 [spring]
New York State Speech
Association
39th Annual Convention
April 5-6-7, 1981
CONVENTION THEME
SPEECH: A PROFESSION FOR ALL PEOPLE
Stevensville Country Club
Swan Lake, N.Y. 12783

…
Stephanie Schwartz, chairperson of the Citations
Committee, presented New York State Speech Association Citations for outstanding contributions to the field
of speech to Helen Hayes and Robert MacNeil at the
Convention Banquet on April 6. The recipients sent the
following letters of thanks which Stephanie read at the
Banquet:
Dear Professor Schwartz:
If all of you at the dinner tonight could know
how hard and doggedly I worked on my speech
early on in my career you would know how very
disappointed I am not to be able to receive my
award in person. For years I worked, with
teachers and alone, to erase all traces of my Virginian accent. (pretty though that is), to get rid of
any regional speech of any kind so that I might
widen my range of roles. I ended playing Victoria,
Queen of England and Mary, Queen of Scots and
the Empress of Russia-and now, to top it off the
Citation from the New York State Speech Association. I am fulfilled!
'Bless you,
Helen Hayes

***
Dear Professor Schwartz:
I am sorry that our program schedule makes it
impossible to be with you in person this evening to
accept your citation.
I have the greatest respect for the Association
and its work. In a time when most of the in-

fluences in our culture contribute to the decline of
spoken English, it is wonderful that there are so
many professionals like you dedicated to preserving it.
Since I place a high personal value on that effort, I accept your citation with gratitude and
pride.

http://archive.nyscanet.org/omeka/files/original/2498f2283f2818008650ff269f78c0dc.pdf
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Ryp•;he President's Corner

As the 1981 Convention becomes history, this
" New" President wishes to extend to the immediate past three Presidents a 'Thank You' not
expressed at the time of the second business
meeting nor in my subsequent correspondence
with the membership and program participants.
The discretion of experience always has been invaluable and I found this to be so during the past
year. To John Meyer, Ron Shaw and Nancy Swartwout I send this special 'Thank You' for their
graciousness and responsiveness to many questions and for their interest and advice in problems
related to the 1981 Convention. Also to Dave
Brooks, this Message carries my appreciation.
Even though his Presidency is in the future, he
voluntarily and generously shared with me many
perspectives and recommendations which were
most helpful in 1981 and will continue to be during
my term as President.
Now, what next? A newly elected President
should formulate goals, objectives and plans for
their implementation.· However, this process is
meaningless unless the people for whom it is intended and only through whom the goals can be
realized choose to be involved. In this case, these
'people' are the membership of NYSSCA. At this
writing there are approximately 200 members of
the Association. Approximately 70 persons attended the Convention and some of this number
were non-members. I join all of the past
Presidents in asking, as did Allan Frank in his
1978 Presidential Message, "Where Were You?"
As you read these lines from this President's Corner please understand the intent of the question.
It is not meant to be critical. It is saying that you
are needed. A Convention should show the
strengt~ of an organization. By bringing the
membership together, this strength should be
solidified so that it can be used to protect the
place of our Profession in the academic and nonacademic sectors. In this era, which Malcolm

Sillars calls "The Uncertain 80's," we can not be
too vigilant. Increasingly, on many high school as
well as college campuses, the concepts of
"Science Literacy" and "Problem Solving" are
becoming the main goals of the administcators.
We must show to those persons who formulate
and set curricula that the discipline of Oral ·communication always has been and continues to be
an applied field and that it can contribute very
significantly to Science Literacy, to competence
in Problem Solving and to many other goals
directed toward education in technological skills.
I am sure that each of us tries to convey our
significance and relevance in an era of change, as
we teach and as we participate in committees.
But we all need to know what each is doing and
what more all of us can do. This a Convention can
reveal.
The marked absenteeism from the Convention
may, indeed, have valid reasons; and so, my question. It is an effort to find those reasons. Goal setting becomes mere philosophical, unrealistic
rhetoric and euphoria unless this exercise is based on the known interests and needs of the
membership of an organization and unless it will
be supported and implemented by that membership. You will find elsewhere in this issue of
Reports an open-ended question for those who did not
attend the Convention. Won't you please share with me
some of the "Why's?" In brief or extended form, tell
me, perhaps,
1) what prevented your attendance this year?
2) what are yom' professional interests and needs?
3) in what directions should the Association move?
4) whatever additional input you feel will be helpful to
me, and therefore, to the Association.
5) These items are merely suggestions. I will appreciate
any of your thoughts.
Clearly, from the foregoing a more active and grqwing membership is one of my goals, an essential for all
others. My second goal, at this time, is to reunite the
Speech Arts and the Speech Sciences but only to the extent that will·be appropriate for and helpful to those of
us in the Arts whom NYSSCA seeks to serve. The program, "Techniques Recommended by the Speech and
Language Pathologist for the Regular Classroom Teacher,'' chaired by Lenore Cohen and conducted by Harold
Scholl of Montclair State College is an example of what
can be done in this direction. While Dr. Scholl is a
specialist in Speech and Language Pathology, he limited
his discussion to very practical concepts and techniques
which a regular teacher can use to modify speech patterns which should be adjusted to some degree. These
would not be patterns which require clinical therapy. In
reviewing recent Conventions, I find only two other
programs in the area of Pathology-Audiology in the last
five years. Possible benefits from future workshops
similar to Dr. Scholl's could be
1) that they will reduce somewhat the fragmentation
which now exists between the Arts and the Sciences in
the State organizations. It would be healthful for

each sector of the Profession to realize that it can
gain something of value from the other and yet keep
its identity;
2) that they will increase Convention attendance from a
sector of the school systems and also the college campuses not now adequately represented. There are
many regular classroom teachers and even some
Speech Arts teachers who may be interested in
workshops of this type which give quickly and practically instructional and remedial techniques to which
such teachers have never been exposed ·in their own
training.
There is an impressive measure of diversified, professional vigor and expertise in the Association, as the programs at the Stevensville demonstrated. There is also a
very human bond of cohesiveness, fellowship and
camaraderie. We all want to realize from these assets
their full potential. We do not want them to remain at
their present level, desirable as it is; nor do we want
them to decrease. I know that you will help me to
achieve this growth.
This first Presidential Message closes as it began, with
a 'Thank You.' This time, it is to all of the Membership
for electing me as your President and thereby placing
your trust in me. My over-arching goal is the fulfillment
of that trust.

Most sincerely,
Peggy M. Rypsam
President

